
Adelphi Pool Renovation Charette 

Tuesday, March 15, 2022 

6:30-8:30 p.m. 

 

1. Welcome and Introductions (Rachel McNamara) 

○ Presentation being recorded 

○ Introductions 

i. Rachel McNamara and Michele Pintur - Co Chairs of the Pool Renovation 

Advisory Group 

ii. Matt Sisul and Shayne Pintur - Facilitators 

iii. Pool board members 

iv. Advisory Group - made up of current pool members with expertise in land use, 

civil engineering, construction, architecture, and other fields 

v. John Chadwick, the project manager that the pool board has hired to help with 

the design, bids - contractor management and cost estimating. 

○ In the midst of a multi year process that, if approved by the membership, will result in 

full replacement of the existing pool during the 2023-24 off season.  

- We are living on borrowed time - the existing pool is about 65 years old, 

which is more than 15 years past the end of its usable life 

- Repairs to the facility are unpredictable, difficult, expensive, and not 

guaranteed to last. 

- Following this timeline will allow us to control the timing of renovation 

to avoid or reduce unexpected pool closures 

- We’ll reduce waste and operating costs (including addressing leaking of 

the pool that accounts for 10s of thousands of gallons of water each 

summer) 

- We’ll better meet the needs of our members.  The sooner we renovate, 

the sooner we can begin enjoying the new pool. 

○ What have we done so far?  In addition to hiring John, we have conducted a topographic 

survey of the site and geotechnical study, we conducted a member survey about how 

you currently use the pool, our civil engineer is working on an assessment of stormwater 

management options, and we’ve retained a land use attorney to assist with the 

permitting process for the project 

○ At the member meeting in February, we shared that a replace-in-kind option will cost 

approximately $2.4 mil, that we can afford a roughly #3 mil reno without significant 

outlays from membership, and that pool square footage is the largest driver of cost.  

○ We know the word charette is unfamiliar - a charette is an interactive way for us to get 

at a different question than our member survey - rather than talking about what you do 

at the pool now, we want to talk about what you want to be able to do at the pool, and 

how you want to interact with the space we have. 

i. Begin by discussing our existing site, some of the existing pool deficiencies, and 

site constraints that we face. 

ii. Discuss precedent studies - how some other pools have addressed some of 

these same challenges  



iii. Discuss programming elements  

iv. Participants design ideal pool, with facilitators circling to answer questions 

(about 35 min) 

v. Post drawings and gallery walk 

vi. Facilitated discussion 

○ The charette is an exercise in creativity - you don’t need to worry if your sketch meets 

code or is buildable - we’re using this to develop concept plans that will be turned over 

to the civil engineers, architects, and builders that will help us design, permit, and build 

the pool. 

○ We’ll document all designs and try to summarize ideas over the next week or so with 

the hope to have another meeting (by Zoom) where we can characterize what we heard 

and saw, and lay out some of the more common (or more unique) ideas that came out 

of tonight’s charette.  We’ll also be holding a focus group to specifically discuss 

accessibility issues.  If you want to be part of that discussion, please let us know. 

 

2. Review of existing conditions (Rachel McNamara and Michele Pintur) 

○ Began by orienting everyone to the existing pool 

i.  Existing pool dimensions and location on site (orientation, colors) 

ii. Currently non-conforming to setbacks 

iii. Topographic challenges 

○ Review of existing zoning parameters 

i.  75 foot setbacks 

ii. Constructing within the setback will be less challenging (legally) than trying to 

build within the setbacks [hurdles, not walls] 

○ Existing deficiencies - lack of a competition size swim space, accessibility challenges, 

user conflict, lack of intermediate (non-swimmer and not a baby) space 

 

3. Review of precedent studies (Michele) 

○ Replace in kind 

○ Discuss precedent studies 

i. all other pools posted have a 25m/yd length for laps/swim meets 

ii. PG pool -L shape, very common 

iii. Cheverly -unusual shape and very distinct spaces meeting code with ramps et al 

iv. Many with large baby pools 

v. Little Falls and NW Branch have three pools -the third pool solves for the 

intermediate/non-swimmer space 

vi. Garrett Park has separate competition pool from free swim and dive pool 

vii. Robin Hood unusual shape 

viii. Strathmore T shape, though not arranged in optimal way 

ix. Connecticut Belair - jumbo pool  

 

4. Programmatic element review (hand out partial site plans and envelopes) 



○ Charette is focusing on the water.  The envelope contains pieces that we’ve either heard 

from members are of interest in a new pool, or align with some of the solutions to 

programming challenges from the precedent studies 

 

5. Members take the provided information and design a pool or pools (25-35 min) 

 

6. Members post their designs 

7. Facilitated Discussion (Matt Sisul) 

○ Discuss common themes and challenges around the table.  Each table reports out. 

○ Common Themes 

i. Strong preference for a pool that can accommodate both 25 and 50 m lap 

swimming 

ii. Like beach entry (especially for intermediate swimmers) and ramps for 

accessibility 

iii. Like to having mixed use spaces (including competition space, 

baby/intermediate pool area) 

iv. Like bump outs (L shape) for diving well and/or competition pool 

v. Aligning the pool to the setback seems to expand seating 

vi. Want to maximize water space 

○ Challenges 

8. Questions 

○ Will the main pool and baby pool be on the same filter? 

i. No - will be on separate filters once renovated as per current code 

○ Does the baby pool need fencing?  Can it be grouped with an intermediate pool? 

i. We’ll look into it. 

○ What will happen to the coal filtration system? 

i. Not a standard filtration system, we will look at the filtration system that will 

provide best water quality/reduce use or effects of pool chemicals on 

swimmers, but can’t replace with coal as it is not and approved system by the 

dept of health  

○ How will we narrow down options? 

i. Looking for common themes 

ii. Next meeting will seek more input (maybe use polling tools in Zoom) 



iii. All design ideas will be image captured and posted 

9. Gallery walk 

○ Participants put stickers on designs they found interesting/likes 


